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3STEPS
DEPRESS ION

TOWARD HEALING YOUR

& ANXIETY



See that girl in the photo? 
 
Hi, it’s me, Madison.

I’m sharing this with you because of  
my own experience with chronic anxiety  
and depression that brought me to the point 
of not wanting to live anymore. 

Most of us have been told that anxiety and depression  
are diseases that we “just have.”

That’s pretty disempowering if you ask me.  
 

The truth is, for most people, anxiety and depression are SYMPTOMS to 
a bigger problem. The issue is, no one is talking about it! So we go on 

treating the symptoms forever and ever and never actually HEALING the 
wound that caused the symptoms to begin with.  

 

YES.

IS IT POSSIBLE TO HEAL  
CHRONIC DEPRESSION & ANXIETY?

After learning that depression & anxiety were  
actually protective mechanisms built into my body...

MY WORLD SHIFT ED.



E X P R E S S I O N
DEPRESSION

E X P R E S S I O N

A KEY HERE:  
REPRESSED EMOTION  
KEEPS US SUFFERING.

The opposite  of

i s



Our brain has one job: 

And if certain emotions don’t feel safe
then we instinctively shove them down. (survival) 

How do we fix this? There are many techniques & practices to start the journey of 

Even people who don’t identify as having a “traumatic” childhood still can have repressed emotion. In 
fact, I have never met someone who doesn’t have something that accidententaly became repressed. 

Repressed emotions can range in intensity but the wild part about it is that often times we dont know 
they are repressed.

Here are just some examples of things that may have caused repressed emotion:

R E P R E S S E D  E M O T I O N S

KEEP US ALIVE

“UNBLOCKING” OUR EMOTIONS.

ANY EMOTIONS THAT DIDN’T FEEL SAFE OR VALIDATED  
IN CHILDHOOD (AND THROUGHOUT L IFE)  GET LOCKED AWAY.

THE FIRST STEP IS NOTICING OUR PATTERNING, WHICH 
STARTS WITH IDENTIFYING OUR TRIGGERS AND RESPONSES. 

Your caregiver(s) rarely showed emotion

Your caregiver(s) said things like “Don’t cry” or “Don’t be mad”

You were shamed or punished for showing certain emotions

You were told or felt like your experience wasn’t true or validated  

You were too busy managing your family member’s emotions to show your own

Your anger was treated as a moral issue (sinful) 

As a society we have normalized and even encouraged repressing emotions. As adults this makes 
it really challenging to even notice when we are doing it. 

OUR SYMPTOMS OF ANXIETY, DEPRESSSION, AND LOW SELF-WORTH  
ACT AS ALARM SYSTEMS THAT THERE MAY BE SOME REPRESSION.



Triggers are anything that is emotionally activating or deactivating to our nervous 
system. We can’t heal what we can’t see, so start by noticing your triggers.

BY NOTICING OUR PATTERNS, WE BEGIN  
TO HAVE THE POWER TO CHANGE THEM

IDENTIFY TRIGGER          IDENTIFY RESPONSE

ACTION STEP:

T R I G G E R S  &  R E S P O N S E S

TRACK YOUR TRIGGERS IN A JOURNAL

Start noticing all the things that are emotionally activating for you. The things that cause 
anxiety, numbness, irritability, all of it. 

Triggers are our teacher! They are data to show us what wounds we have that need  
attention. 

Triggers are not the cause of our pain, they simply remind us of a deeper wound within us. 
Think of triggers as someone poking an unhealed wound. OUCH.

The way my boss talked  
to me made me very anxious.

 
I feel bothered by or judgemental of  

the way someone uses their social media.

My heart starts racing  
when a door slams.

When I have to confront someone,  
I start sweating.

I feel hurt/angry when  
someone cancels plans.

ex:

 
I feel hurt when my partner doesn’t  

respond to me as I expected.



T R I G G E R S  &  R E S P O N S E S

ex. 

In a notebook or journal reflect on things you do to avoid feelings. Really take some time to 
think about this. 

	 Do	you	fight	(have	big	explosive	reactions)?	 
	 Do	you	freeze	(shut	down/blank	stares)?	 
	 Do	you	flee	(run	away,	numb	out,	avoid)?	 
	 Do	you	submit	(ignore	your	own	needs	for	others)?

IDENTIFY TRIGGER         IDENTIFY RESPONSE

Next, we want to start bringing awareness to how we respond when we feel  
triggered. How we respond to our triggers is how we learned to survive our  
circumstances-- it became our defense.

When you get emotionally activated or deactivated (triggered), what do you do to 
AVOID those feelings?

ACTION STEP:
TRACK YOUR RESPONSES IN A JOURNAL

 
Excessive napping/sleeping

Catastrophizing thinking

 
Victim mentality 

“Why is the world against me?!”

Bingewatching tv / tiktok

Sarcasm

“I don’t care” mentality  
(pretending)

Constant anger/irritability

OUR DEFENSES CAN BE COMPLETELY SUBCONCIOUS, 
SO WE START BY NOTICING OUR RESPONSES.
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N O W  W H AT ?

NEUROSCIENCE TEACHES US   

THE BRAIN CAN CHANGE. 
Yup! We can actually rewire our trauma responses and triggers.

That’s good news for my fellow trauma survivors and anyone  
chronically struggling with depression, anxiety and low self-worth. 

The purpose of tracking our triggers and responses is to start bringing the

Yes, these defenses are wired into our brains, but

(THIS IS WHERE IT GETS JUICY.)

SUBCONCIOUS CONCIOUSinto the

Instead of being reactive and out of control,  
we	now	have	empowerment	to	make	another	choice.	



U T I L I Z I N G  N E U R O S C I E N C E

Find out how we can use neuroscience to heal-- to stop those life-sucking symptoms and 
empower you to live a more powerful, healed, authentic life. 

ACTION STEP:
SCHEDULE A FREE 1-ON-1 CONSULTATION CALL

BOOK YOUR FREE CALL HERE.

True change requires more than just positive thinking and just talking about it. 
Through tracking triggers and responses we’ve identified a wound.

The next step is the 

NEURAL EXPLORATION PROCESS. 
	How	does	it	work?	

We use tools and techniques (often within guided meditation) to follow 
the neural pathway of the triggers to find out how the wound occured. 

We discover what emotions got repressed (what did not feel safe), follow 
those neuropathways to get clarity on what action is needed to heal.

From here we can actually start rerouting and creating new neural  
pathways which means new and more helpful automatic responses.

If this sounds intimidating, please remember you are not alone.  
My	passion	for	this	work	comes	from	my	personal	experiencing	of	 
healing my own chronic depression and anxiety using these tools  
and methods.



E V E R Y T H I N G

Kindness toward the self 

E V E R Y T H I N G
CHANGES

WE CANNOT HEAL WITHOUT
GENTLENESS AND ACTION.

BOOK YOUR FREE CALL m.


